SmartCAFS
STYLE
SmartCAFS is a Compressed Air Foam System that works smarter for you.
Using a Compressed Air Foam System has traditionally been a complex and
daunting task with many sequentially specialized steps. Successfully
balancing the water pump, foam system, and air system so they work
effectively together can be downright frustrating. The days of intimidating
CAFS are over.
SmartCAFS executes all of these functions for your operator with a push of a
single button and completely simplifies the CAFS procedure. The fully
programmable presets allow your department to set CAFS configurations for
numerous fire scenarios making it easier than ever to operate a Compressed
Air Foam System through a fully integrated touch screen user interface.

Features
SmartCAFS takes the guesswork out of setup and allows you to focus
on fighting fire.

Specifications
Certification(s)

One button push operation
Intuitive user interface
Concise display information
Advanced safety interlocks - prevent dangerous conditions of air only or air and water

Warranty

from occurring
Integrated communication with Class1 Sentry Governor
Best in class severe duty color display
Capable of multiple languages

SmartCAFS safeguards itself so that it is ready when you are.

Country of Manufacture US
Brand

SmartCAFS

Can Specification

J1939, 500kbit/s,
250kbit/s

Prevents mixing of A and B foam types
On screen maintenance reminders
Full system data logging

SmartCAFS is the most flexible CAF System in the fire service.
Ten customizable fire scenario presets
Full range of CAFS from wet (1:3) to dry (1:20)
Rugged 200 CFM Compressor
Balancing Valve automatically tracks air to water pressure between 50-150psi
Use with Class A and B foams
Optional Equipment:

Autofill
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Booster fed automated tank fill system
Available in single or dual systems so the booster line can be hooked up from either side
of the truck
User Preset tank level
Manual Push button Override
CAN based electric Valve available with SmartCAFS system

Fill Thief

Works with the MIV to divert water from hydrant or relay to the autofill system.
Fill thief eliminates the need to dedicate a auxilary suction to be used for autofill system

Applications/Solutions
Fire OEMs
Firefighting - Airport (ARFF)
Firefighting - Industrial
Firefighting - Structural
Firefighting - Wildland Forestry
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DSD Series Variant

Optional: Autofill System (Display is integrated into
Standard Controller)

Autofill System with Fill Thief

Operation Screen with Legacy Label

